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Try
Blue Rodeo

First, in the verse the chord pattern is shown as

Bb - F - Eb - Bb, Bb - F - Eb - Bb

and should be

Bb - F - Eb - Bb, Bb - Dm - Eb - Bb.

Also the chorus is  shown as

Bb - F - Eb

and somebody corrected it to

Bb - F - Gm

but it is really

Bb - Dm - Gm.

[Intro]

Bb  F  Eb  Bb

[Verse 1]

Bb                 F
Don t tell me I m wrong,
                 Eb                            Bb
 Cause I ve been watching every move that you make.
Bb                           F
Hearts you steal, with your make-up and heels -
Eb                            Bb
Trouble for the men that you take.

[Chorus]

      Dm                  Eb
Every time you walk in the room
                   Cm
I couldn t even be sure of a smile
         Eb                  Dm
You were never the same way twice,
                   Eb



But I m falling in love
            Cm              Eb
Night after night - oh it s crazy ...

Ooh Ooh

[Verse 2]

Bb                  F
So many people who said
Eb                           Bb
Girl you ve got nothing but time
Bb                 F
Oh   you are    a shining star
          Eb                               Bb
Don t you worry  bout what you re leaving behind

[Chorus]

      Dm                  Eb
Every time you walk in the room
                   Cm
I couldn t ever be sure of a smile
         Eb                  Dm
You were never the same way twice,
                   Eb
But I m falling in love
            Cm              Eb
Night after night - oh it s crazy ...

[Bridge]

              Bb      F       Eb
Oh you got to try,   try,    try
                                Bb     F     Eb
Ah don t you know you ve got to try,  try,  try,
Eb
Try, try.  Oooh
   Cm       Eb    Cm    Bb
Oh baby you try, oh.

D.t.

[Verse 1]

Bb                 F
Don t tell me I m wrong
                  Eb                           Bb



Cause I ve been watching every move that you make
Bb                        F
Hearts you steal in your make-up and heels
Eb                             Bb
Trouble for the men that you take

[Chorus]

      Cm                   Dm
Every time you walk in the room
               Eb
I can never be sure of a smile
       F                  Cm
It s never the same thing twice
              Dm     Eb
I m fallin in love, night after night
F
Well, It s crazy

[Break]

(Bb F Eb Bb, Bb F Eb Bb)

[Chorus]

Every time you walk in the room
I could never be sure of a smile
It s crazy

Oh you got to try
Try
Try
Oh don t you know you got to try
Try
Try

[Verse 2]

So many reasons to say
Girl we got nothing but time
Oh you are a shining star
Don t worry what you re leaving behind Every time you walk in the room
I could never be sure of a smile
Oh it s crazy

[Chorus]

You got to try



Try
Try
Oh, don t you know you got to try
Try
Try

In the posted version of ?TRY? that I have (from the archive) the sequence
of chords in the chorus given is:

Bb - F - Eb  etc

The correct sequence is:

Bb - F -Gm etc.


